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Abstract. Monthly compositeimagesfrom the global coastalzone color scanner
(CZCS) data set are used to provide an initial illustrationand comparisonof seasonal
and interannual variability of phytoplanktonpigment concentrationalong the western
coasts of South and North America in the Peru Current system (PCS) and California
Current system(CCS). The analysisutilizesthe entire time seriesof availabledata
(November 1978to June 1986) to form a mean annual cycle and an index of interannual
variability for a seriesof both latitudinaland cross-shelfregionswithin each current
system.Within 100km of the coast,the strongestseasonalcyclesin the CCS are in
two regions,one between34ø and 45øNand the secondbetween24ø and 29øN,each

withmaximum
concentrations
(>3.0 mgm-3) in May-June.
Weakerseasonal

variability is presentnorth of 45øNand in the SouthernCaliforniaBight region(32øN).
Within the PCS, in the same 100-km-wide coastal region, highest (>45øS) and lowest
(<20øS) latitude regionshave a similar seasonalcycle with maximumconcentrations

(> 1.5mgm-3) duringtheaustralspring,
summer,
andfall,matching
thatevident
throughoutthe CCS. Betweentheseregions,off northernand central Chile, the
seasonalmaximum occurs during July-August (austral winter), contrary to the
influenceof upwellingfavorable winds. Within the CCS, the dominantfeature of
interannualvariability in the 8-year time seriesis a strongnegativeconcentration
anomalyin 1983, an E1 Nifio year. The relative value of this negativeanomalyis
strongestoff centralCaliforniaand is followedby an even strongernegativeanomalyin
1984off Baja California. In the PCS, strongnegativeanomaliesduringthe 1982-1983E1
Nifio period are evidentonly off the Peruviancoastand are evidentthere only in the
regions100km or more from the coast.Althoughnegativeanomaliesassociatedwith
the E1 Nifio were not presentat higherlatitudes(more than approximately20øS)in the
PCS, the extremelysparsesamplingweakensour confidencein the resultsof the
interannualanalysisin this region.An upperestimateof the systematicwinter bias
remainingin the globalCZCS data after reprocessing
with the multiplescattering
algorithm is given in the appendix.
1.

CoastalTransition Zone programshave provided details of
both physical and physiologicalprocesseson relatively

Introduction

A major oceanographiccharacteristicof easternboundary
currents (EBCs) is the presence of recurring wind-driven
coastal upwelling. Physicalforcing introducesnutrient-rich
subsurfacewater into the upper water column, resulting in
increased phytoplankton production and concentrations.
Large, multidisciplinary and multiyear programs such as
Coastal Upwelling EcosystemsAnalysis (CUEA) and Cooperative Investigation of the Northern Part of the Eastern
Central Atlantic (CINECA) demonstrated the strong temporal and spatial variability of both physical dynamics and
biologicalpatterns in EBCs. More recently, programssuch
as the Coastal Ocean Dynamics Experiment (CODE), Organization of Persistent Upwelling Structures (OPUS) and
Copyright 1994 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 93JC02146.
0148-0227/94/93JC-02146505.00

localized space and time scales.
Previouscomparisonsbetween the dynamicsof different
easternboundarycurrents[e.g., Smith, 1981;Schulz, 1982;
Minas et al., 1986] which relied on in situ data were, by

necessity,restrictedin the time and spacescalesthey could
addressand rarely had accessto temporallycoincidentdata
from the different regions.The repetitive, large-scalesynoptic views offeredby satelliteobservationsare well suitedfor

estimatingthe temporaland spatialscalesof variability of
near-surface oceanographiccharacteristics. Over the last
decade, satelliteimagesof oceancolor from the coastalzone
color scanner(CZCS) have revealed many of the larger-scale
time and space features of biological variability of the
California Current system (CCS) [Abbott and Zion, 1987;
Pelaez and McGowan, 1986; Smith et al., 1988] and some
details of structure within the Peru Current system (PCS)
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[e.g., Uribe and Neshyba, 1983; Espinoza et al., 1983].
Substantiallyfewer CZCS data were collectedover the PCS.
Sufficient images are available, however, to obtain a first
approximation of the major seasonalfeatures that are evident in the available satellite ocean color data. Although
biased by missing data toward certain years and months,
they allow a general comparisonof the larger-scaletemporal
and spatialvariability of phytoplanktonbiomassin thesetwo
Pacific easternboundary currents.
In this paper we present and compare the mean seasonal
and interannual variability of phytoplankton pigment concentrations along the west coastsof North and South America in the Peru and the California Current systems.The time
series of CZCS data includes 1982-1983, a period with a
particularly strong E1 Nifio event [Cane, 1983; Barber and
Chavez, 1986]. The analysisis offered as a generalsummary
and synthesisof the larger-scaletemporal and spatial features which can be deduced from the available CZCS data,
flawed though that data set may be by poor sampling and
potential bias. A more completeanalysisof featureson these
time and space scales awaits the arrival of additional and
hopefully more complete data from future color sensors,
such as the sea-viewingwide-field sensor(Sea WiFS), supported by in situ measurements.
Major featuresof the temporal variability in the California
Current have previously been shown by Pelaez and
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Gordon et al. [1983a] estimated the accuracy of the
CZCS-derivedpigmentmeasurementsto be log(chlorophyll)
--.0.5 (i.e., within a factor of 2 in concentration). A comparison of CZCS data with ship measurements off southern
California [Smith et al., 1988] showed the satellite data to be
---40%within the chlorophyll concentrationrange 0.05-10.0

mgm-3. Althoughthemultiple-scattering
algorithm
usedin
processingthe global data set improves the concentration
estimates, especially at higher latitudes during winter
months [Gordon and Castano, 1987; Gordon et al., 1988], a
systematicbias may still be present. This bias, as well as
other systematic and random errors associated with the
CZCS data set, is discussedin more detail by Strub et al.
[1990] and is not repeated here. An upper estimate of the
magnitudeof the possiblewinter bias in the data is given in
the appendix. Efforts were made in the reprocessingof the
data set [Feldman et al., 1989] to account for sensor degradation over the life of the sensor [Gordon et al., 1983b;
Mueller, 1985].
The mean seasonal cycle in pigment concentration over
the entire latitudinal

extent

of the PCS and the CCS was

calculated. An overall mean image for each calendar month
was formed by compositingall available imagesfor a given
month to form a 12-month series. These images are used to
provide a qualitative description of spatial and temporal
patterns over the year as well as regional differenceswithin
McGowan [1986] and Thomas and Strub [1989, 1990] and each EBC. Subsamplingeach of the mean monthly images
comparedto wind forcing by $trub et al. [1990]. A detailed by averagingwithin 100 x 100 km boxes oriented by the
descriptionand analysiswill not be repeatedhere. However, coast allows a quantitative analysis of these seasonalpata recalculation of this variability in the CCS, warranted by terns and aids in filling regions of missingdata due to clouds.
the recent availability of the complete, global, reprocessed The location of these boxes is shown in Figures la and lb.
CZCS data set [Feldman et al., 1989], is made and pre- As with any data set, quantitative interpretation is subjectto
sented. These data were processedutilizing a multiple scat- the errors and bias of the measurements (outlined above). In
tering algorithm in the atmosphericcorrection [Gordon et the vicinity of the highly complex coastline off southern
al., 1988], which reduces the errors caused by large solar Chile, a smoothed coastline oriented along the western side
zenith angles(high latitudes in winter months). In section 2 of the islands was used. Despite these spatial and temporal
we summarize characteristics of the CZCS data and details
averaging procedures, some regions of the PCS still had
of the analysismethods. In section 3 we present the mean missing data in some months. Missing data within a box in
seasonal variability in the two EBCs and an analysis of any month were suppliedby spatially averaging the conceninterannual variability in the PCS and CCS over the 8-year trations from the boxes equidistant from the coast and
extent of the CZCS data set. A comparisonand discussionof immediately to the north and south for the same month.
patternsevident in the two EBCs is made in section4, and a Total missingdata suppliedin this manner were less than 5%
summaryand conclusionsfollow in section5. The appendix of the total matrix of 1836 data points (12 months x 3
presentsan empirical estimateof magnitudeof the system- offshore zones x 51 alongshore boxes).
Previous analysesof interannual variability in the Califoratic errors which might remain in the global CZCS data set
owing to uncorrected atmosphericscatteringat high lati- nia Current using CZCS data [Pelaez and McGowan, 1986;
tudes in winter.
Thomas and Strub, 1989, 1990; Strub et al., 1990] have
shown that the coverage is generally sufficient to resolve
2.
Data and Methods
features on time scales of a month or less. The CZCS data

The ocean pigment concentration measurements presented here are from the coastal zone color scanner instrument aboard the Nimbus 7 satellite. The entire CZCS data

set has been reprocessed [Feldman et al., 1989] using a
standard epsilon value and a multiple Rayleigh scattering
algorithmin the atmosphericcorrection.One of the products
of this reprocessingis a set of global fields of pigment
concentrationwith a spatialresolutionof 20 km, composited
within calendar months. This image set was subsampledto
provide two time seriesof 92 monthly imageseach, extending over the entire CZCS lifetime, from November 1978to
June 1986. One series covers the Peru Current region from 6ø
to 51øS,and the secondcovers the California Current region
from 21 ø to 48øN.

set for the Peru Current is much less complete. To produce
a time series allowing examination of interannual variability
of the PCS over the lifetime of the CZCS, large-scale
temporal and spatial averaging is necessary. This averages
over gaps in the data set due to clouds and/or lack of
collection effort but obviously reduces the amplitude of
shorter time scale events. To accomplish this, 8-month
composite images temporally centered on the midpoint of
summerin each hemispherewere formed within each year of
data coverage. For the California Current, the 8-month
summer composite image in each year is of months March
through October. For the Peru Current, the 8-month composite image was formed from the months September
through April. The resultant image time series extends over
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Figure 1. (a) The California Current systemand (b) the Peru Current systemstudy areas showingthe
regionswithin which image data were spatially averaged to extract seasonaland interannual variability.
The solid lines show the three 100-km-widestripsparallel to the coastsextending offshoreand the extents
of four regionsused to illustrate interannual variability. The dashedlines indicate the system of 100 x 100
km boxes used to spatially averagethe image data for presentationof mean seasonalcycles.

8 years in each study region. For the CCS, the 1986
composite is from March to June, and for the PCS the
1978-1979 composite is from November to April.
Quantitative analysis of interannual variability in pigment
concentration was carried out by subsampling and spatially
averaging within these 8-month composite images to derive
mean concentrations.

These

were

calculated

over

each of

four latitudinal zones extending 400 km or more alongshore.
An annual anomaly was formed by subtracting the overall
mean concentration (the mean of the 8-month period over all
8 years) for each zone from the concentrations found in each
year. The sample zones are oriented by the coastline in the
same

manner

as the

smaller

boxes

used

above

for

the

seasonalcycle. To illustrate cross-shelf differences in interannual variability, each latitudinal zone was subdivided into
three 100-km-wide areas, and a separate mean was calculated

for

each.

This

resulted

in a time

series

for

each

is substantially less. In many months, some areas of the PCS
are representedby only 2 to 3 years of data, and a few areas
in some months remain completely unsampled. Lack of
coverage is most severe during months of austral winter
(June, July). These images are composed of data from only
1-2 years.
-3
Plate 1 shows that concentrations greater than 2.0 mg m
are found within approximately 40 km of the coast throughout the year and throughout the latitudinal range of the CCS

studyarea. High concentrations
(>1.0 mg m-3) extend
farthest from shore off northern and central California (ap-

proximately 34ø to 43øN) and to a lesser degree off Baja
California (south of 30øN). Higher pigment concentrations
remain most closely associatedwith the coast throughout the
year in the California Bight and southern California regions.

High concentrations
(> 1.0 mg m-3) appearto extendfar-

latitudinal zone and each of the three offshore bands (0-100,
100-200, and 200-300 km) shown in Figures l a and lb.

thest from shore in November, December, and January,
forming a diffuse pattern off northern and central California
with no strong zonal gradients. Although these values from
late fall and early winter may continue to be contaminated by

3.

incompletely removed atmospheric effects [Strub et al.,
1990], in the appendix we estimate the maximum magnitude

3.1.

Results

SeasonalCycles

The multiyear means of pigment concentration for each
month of the calendar year are shown in Plates 1 and 2 for
the California Current and Peru Current regions, respectively. Spatial resolution in these compositesis the 20 x 20
km pixel dimensions of the original global data set. A
presentation of the number of years (samples) which make
up each pixel in each monthly mean is given in Figures 2 and
3. In general, pixel values within the monthly composite
images of the CCS are from 5 or more years of data. As was
previously stated, Figure 3 shows that coverage of the PCS

of sucherrorsto be lessthan0.15 mg m-3 southof 40øN,
risingto 0.4 mg m-3 or lessat 48øN.In Februarythese
highest concentrations are closer to shore in this region, but
in March they appear to extend up to 700 km offshore again,
as shown by Thomas and $trub [1989]. In April the diffuse
pattern of offshorehigher concentrationsappears to consolidate closer to the coast. By May the highest concentrations
are within approximately 200 km of the coast, and a relatively sharp frontal gradient separating higher pigment concentrations from very low offshore concentrations is established. In June this gradient takes on a scalloped shape off
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Plate 1. The mean seasonalcycle of pigment concentration and spatial distribution along the west coast
of North America. The images are 8-year composites (the entire CZCS global data set) of monthly
satellite-measuredpigment concentrationin each calendar month from the CZCS 20-km-resolutionglobal
data set.

central and northern California. This zonal gradient remains
relatively steep until September. From May through September, patterns off the Oregon and Washington coasts
appear relatively stable, with highestconcentrationsextending approximately 100 km offshore. Off Baja, relatively high
concentrations extend farthest from shore (approximately
200 km) in May and June. The gradient between low offshore
concentrations and higher coastal concentrations is strongest from February until July.
Inspection of the individual monthly images (not presentedhere) which make up these multiyear meansindicates

that the relative strengths of the zonal gradients described
above are determined primarily by interannual variability in
the position of a larger pigment concentration gradient than
that evident in these figures. The consistently lower zonal
concentrationgradientswhich appear in the multiyear means
does not represent the strength of the gradient on any given
year.

A general mean seasonalcycle of pigment patterns in the
Peru Current (Plate 2) is more difficult to discern owing to
lack of data. The mean images over the latitudinal extent of
the PCS for each month indicate that there are two regions
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Figure2. The numberof datapoints(years)whichmakeup eachof the meanmonthlycomposites
in
Plate

1.

where zones of higher pigment concentrations (>1.0 mg

km offshore. It is not possible to determine from the avail-

m-3) closelyassociated
withthecoastarepresentthrough- able data set whether this is a spatially isolated patch or
out the year. The first region is north of 18øS along the
Peruvian coast, and the second is south of 30øS along the
central and southern Chilean coast. Along the Peruvian
coast, highest concentrations and the farthest offshore extension of these concentrations appear to occur during the
austral summer (December-March), with fall (i.e., AprilJune) concentrationsmore closely associatedwith the coast.

simply the cloud-free portion of a more extensive region of
high concentrations. Extreme cloud cover and lack of data,
especially during austral winter, prevent a better description
of seasonality in this most equatorial portion of the study
area. Along the coast of northern Chile (approximately 18øto
30øS), a region of relatively low pigment concentrations

While lack of data makes the winter concentrations

slightly elevated concentrations appearing in the austral
winter (July-September). Concentrations in this region do

difficult

to interpret, from May through August an area of increased
concentrations centered at 15øSextends approximately 200

(often<0.3 mg m-3) persiststhroughout
the year, with
not reach those found either farther

north or farther

south.
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The mean seasonalcycle of pigmentconcentrationand spatialdistributionalong the west coast

of South America.

Very low pigment concentrations,similar to open-ocean nearshore concentrations are present throughout the year.
concentrations far offshore in the southern Pacific, often Maximum offshore extension (up to 400 km) of these conintrudeto within 40 km of the coastduringall monthsexcept centrations appears to occur during austral summer in JanJuly, August, and September. Along the southern Chilean uary and March. Offshoreextensionappearsto be minimum
coast (south of 30øS),higher pigment concentrationspersis- in winter (May, July, and August), with a second extension
tently extend up to 200 km offshorein a region centered at offshore evident in September.
approximately37øSduring austral fall, winter, and spring.
A more quantitative presentationof the seasonalcycles in
The July image, showing relatively high concentrations the CCS and the PCS is given in Figures 4 and 5. Variability
extending north of 37øSand up to 400 km offshore, results is shown as contours of pigment concentration in time and
from only 2 years of data (1979 and 1981), making it latitude over the extent of each EBC for each of three
impossibleto determine how well this pattern represents 100-km-wide zones extending offshore. Averaged over the
mean July conditions.Between 37ø and 51øS,relatively high 100-km-'widezone closestto shore(Figure 4a), two regions
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Figure 3. The number of data points (years) which make up each of the monthly compositesin Plate 2.
Calculations are the same as those for Plate I and Figure 2.

of the CCS have relatively strong seasonalcycles, and two
regionsshow weaker seasonalvariability. A region of strong
variability reaching from approximately 22ø to 30øN is centered at 26øN along the Baja coast, and a second, reaching
from approximately 34ø to 45øN, is centered at 40øN along
the central and northern California and southern Oregon
-3
coasts. Off Baja, mean concentrations are <1.5 mg m
from August through the winter into March. By April,

concentrations increase, beginning earliest in the year at

37øN.By May, concentrations
greaterthan3.0 mgm-3 are
found throughout this region. Highest concentrations appear
to remain longest at 37øN in summer. North of 45øN, the
seasonal cycle is relatively weak, with CZCS-estimated
mean pigment concentrations within 100 km of the coast

remaining
above3.0 mgm-3 throughout
theyear.Maximum
concentrations
(>4.0 mg m-3) withinthisregion,however,

concentrations
are2.0 mgm-3 andincrease
to a maximum also occur during summer months. Within the Southern
of >3.0 mg m-3 in May-June.BetweencentralCalifornia California Bight region (centered at approximately 32øN),
and central Oregon, concentrations are approximately 2.0

the seasonalcycle is also relatively weak. Concentrations

mgm-3 fromSeptember
untilFebruary.
In MarchandApril, averaged within the 100-km-wide boxes do not fall below 0.5
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Figure4. Themeanseasonal
cycleofsurface
pigment
concentration
intheCalifornia
Current
system.
Concentrations
are milligrams
of satellite-measured
pigmentper cubicmeterand are meanswithin

100-km-wide
zones
oriented
parallel
tothecoast
andcontoured
intimeandlatitude.
Dataweresampled
fromtheimages
shown
inPlate1andFigure
2byaveraging
within
100x 100kmareas
oriented
along
the
coast (see Figure 1).

mgm-3 in thelatesummer,
fall, andwinterandriseto a scattering
algorithm;
anddifferences
in the landmasking
maximum
of lessthan2.0mgm-3 in MayandJune.Of note usedin theprocessing
of the two datasets,whicheliminated

is the fact that no winter maximum is found in the Southern some high pigment concentrationsnext to the coast in the
CaliforniaBightin the reprocessed
CZCS globaldata set. previousstudy.
This is in contrastto previousanalyses,which useddata
In the regions 100-200 km and 200-300 km offshore

processed
with the singleRayleighscattering
atmospheric (Figures4b and4c), seasonal
variabilityis minimalsouthof
correctionandfounda wintermaximum[Michaelsen
et al., 32øN.In thissouthern
area,concentrations
greaterthan0.5
1988].
mgm-3 donotextendoffshore
intothe200-to 300-kmzone
Concentrations
overthe latitudinalrangeof the California (Figure4c). Withinthe 100-to 200-kmzonetheydevelop
Currentshownin Figure4a are,onaverage,
approximatelyinitiallyin April, centeredat 27øN.In May andJunethese
0.5mgm-3higher
thanthose
reported
by$trubetal. [1990]. concentrations
arepresentthroughout
thissouthern
portion
This differenceis dueprincipallyto threefactors:the useof of the CCS,but theypersistuntilNovemberonlyat 27øN.
the entire CZCS data set to calculate concentrationsshown Maximumoffshore
concentrations
(> 1.5and> 1.0mgm-3
hereratherthantheuseof a subset
aswasdonepreviously;in the two cross-shelf
zones)are presentnorth of 32øNin
theuseof thereprocessed
globalCZCSdatawitha multiple November-January
andoff centralCaliforniain the spring
-6
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the same seasonaland latitudinal patterns described above,

<0.5mgm-3, inFigures
4band4c,respectively)
arepresent with concentrations
approximately
0.5 mg m-3 lessthan
initially in May in the northern portion of the study area

those in the zone 100-200

(north of approximately 41øN) and extend south to include
the whole study area north of 32øNby late summer.
Contours of pigment concentration in time and latitude

3.2.

km offshore.

Interannual Variability

While details of interannual variability on time scales as
within the first 100 km of the SouthAmericancoast(Figure short as 15 days are sometimespossible to resolve in the
5a) indicate four regions of differing seasonal variability; California Current system [Thomas and Strub, 1989], the
however, lack of data (Figure 3) for australwinter presentsa sparse CZCS data set over the Peru Current prevent all but
severe problem for interpretation. The isolated peaks of the most coarse estimate of interannual variability (even
concentrations
greaterthan1.5mgm-3 duringJuly(austral these are suspect, but they represent all that can be done
winter) in a relatively narrow latitudinal band centered at with the CZCS data set). The concentration anomalies are
12øSand in October over a wider latitudinalrangecomefrom for the 8-month temporal means within each year, centered
imagesfor the July-Octoberperiodwith very few data in this in midsummer, within each of the four alongshoreoriented
region. Coverageimproves during November through May zones shown in Figures l a and lb, as described in section 2.
(austral spring, summer, and fall), and the data show rela- These anomaliesprovide an index of interannual differences
tively high valuesin springand summerand a decreasein fall in the relative pigment concentrations over the time span of
(April-May). Since upwelling-favorable winds are most in- the CZCS data set for the summer period. Because two
tense off Peru in winter [Bakun and Nelson, 1991] and latitudinal zones within the PCS show maximum seasonal
surface temperature climatologiesindicate strongest up- values in midwinter, a second anomaly was calculated for
welling (coldest surface temperatures) in winter [Weare et the PCS using an 8-month mean centered in (austral) midal., 1980; Halpern et al., 1992], it seems most likely that winter. These means are therefore over a period identical to
chlorophyll concentrations remain high during winter, that for the CCS anomaly calculations.
Figure 6 shows the pigment concentration anomalies for
spring, and summer, although the data here document only
the springand summer periods well.
four latitudinal regions within the CCS (Pacific Northwest,
Along the northern Chilean coast between 18ø and 33øS, central California, the Southern California Bight, and Baja
concentrations
are lessthan0.5 mg m-3 from November California) for each of the three 100-kin-wide zones extenduntil April (austral spring through fall). Concentrations ing offshore. Within these latitudinal regions the patterns of
greaterthan1.0mgm-3 arepresent
onlyin JulyandAugust interannual variability are similar, but the amplitude de(winter), centered at 28øS.In a third region, between 33øand creaseswith increasing distance of the zones from shore. A
45øS,concentrations
lessthan1.0mgm-3 arepresentfrom second general feature is the reduced relative amplitude of
January through March (summer). Maximum concentrations anomalies in the two lowest latitude regions (Southern
(>2.0 mgm-3) in thislatitudinal
regionarereached
in May California Bight and Baja California). Common to all regions
(fall) and again in July (winter), with concentrationsgreater is a negative anomaly in 1983, in agreement with previous
than1.5mgm-3 persisting
(exceptin October)at 37øSfrom studies [Fiedler, 1984; Thomas and Strub, 1990; Strub et al.,
June until December (winter and spring). South of 45øSthe 1990; Abbott and Barksdale, 1991] that show relatively low
seasonalcycle appearssimilar to that at the lowest latitudes, pigment concentrations during 1983 (the El Nifio period).
with minimumconcentrations
(<1.0 mg m-3) in austral The negative anomaly in 1983 is strongest in the central
winter (May-July) and concentrations greater than 1.5 mg California region and is accompaniedby a negative anomaly
m-3 duringspring,summer
andfall.In thezone100-200km of similar magnitude in 1984 off Baja and in the Southern
offshore(Figure 5b), differing seasonalcycles within differ- California Bight (in the 0- to 100-km zone). This latter
ent latitudinal regions are also evident. At lowest latitudes anomaly contrasts to the situation in the Pacific Northwest
(equatorward of 12øS),concentrationsare highest (> 1.0 mg region, where the largest positive anomaly occurs during
m-3) from Octoberuntil March (springand summer)and 1984. The largest positive anomalies in central California

lowest(<0.5 mgm-3) fromApriluntilSeptember,
although occur

in 1981 and 1986.

lack of data in winter may obscure the true signal during
The interannualvariability of pigment concentrationalong
July-September. In a region centeredat approximately 15øS, the South American coast is shown in Figure 7 for the four
maximum
annualconcentrations
(> 1.0mgm-3) arereached latitudinal regions and three cross-shelf zones shown in
in June-August (winter), and concentrationsremain above Figure lb. In discussingthe interannual variability off Chile,
0.5 mgm-3 throughout
theyear.In thisoffshore
zoneany it is important to note that the anomalies during the 1983 El
seasonalcycle has a relatively small amplitude between 17ø Nifio are based on only one data point (1 month within the
and 23øS.Between 23øand 41øS,however, there is an austral 8-month averaging period). Given the scatter of monthly
winter maximum with concentrations greater than 1.0 mg data points duringperiods when more than one are available,

m-3 presentin July. Increasedconcentrations
(>0.5 mg the most reasonable conclusion is that the available data in
m-3) associated
withthismaximum
beginearlierandpersist the global CZCS data set are insufficient to document the
increasinglylonger at higher latitudeswithin this region. In
the region south of 43øS,the seasonalcycle appearssimilar
to that at the lowest latitudes, with highest concentrations
presentin early springand summer(August-October,January-March) and an indicationof lower concentrations(<0.5

responseto the 1983 El Nifio off Chile. The negative anomalies off Peru, for which more data points are available, are
more credible. Off the Peruvian coast, within the first 100
km, maximum positive anomalies occur in (the summer

period ending in) 1980 and 1982, and maximum negative

mgm-3) duringaustralfall andwinter(AprilthroughJuly), anomalies occur in 1979 and 1984. Farther from shore (100althoughthe data for most of this latter period are few. The
offshore zone 200-300 km from the coast (Figure 5c) shows

to 200- and 200- to 300-km zones) in this lowest latitude
region, the strongest signals are negative anomalies in 1983
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large latitudinal range of the South American west coast
during July. In Plate 2 and Figure 3, increased concentrations in the northern Chilean region, both nearshare and in
regionsfarther from shore (100-300 km), are evident in other
winter months(May, August, and September).The degreeto
which the average July concentrations available from the
CZCS data set shown here represent long-term mean July
conditions

is unknown.
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latitudinal range of the PCS for July are calculatedfrom data
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sented here) indicates that the data are from 1979 and 1981.
Furthermore, patterns and concentrations within these 2
years are dramatically different. High pigment values extend
both farther north and farther offshorein July 1981 than is
evident in either July 1979 or other winter months in any
year (June and August).
In the CCS, the time-latitude evolution of the pigment
concentrationin the 0- to 100-kmregion closestto the coast
(Figure 4) is similar to the time-latitude evolution of alongshorewind stressand offshorewind stresscurl discussedby
Strubet al. [1990].This is consistentwith the hypothesisthat
higher surface pigment concentrations are associatedwith
coastaland offshoreupwelling [Strub et al., 1990]. Based on
climatologicalwind data, this doesnot appearto be true over
much of the PCS. Figure 8 shows the 10-year (1979-1988)
mean wind stressseasonalvariability within 3-monthperiods
over the PCS. These data are basedon daily wind stressdata
from the EuropeanCentrefor Medium-RangeWeather Forecasts (ECMWF). Wind stress over the PCS is persistently
upwelling favorable from 6ø to 32øS, in agreement with
Bakun and Nelson [1991] and similar to the CCS equatorward of approximately 36øN. Between 34øand 50øS,the wind
stressover the PCS reverses itself seasonally,with the most
seasonalvariation between 34øand 44øS,again similar to the

Filure 8. The 10-year (1979-1988) mean wind seasonal
cycle over the PCS calculated from ECMWF wind fields.
(top) The 10-year mean field from summer(January-March),
fall (April-June), winter (July-September), and spring (October-December); (bottom) the same periods with the 10year overall mean wind field removed to emphasize seasonal

CCS north of 38øN.

the CCS. The middle latitude regionsof the PCS (17øto 45øS)
exhibit a mean seasonalcycle 180ø out of phase with this.
Plate 2 and Figures 3 and 5 show that this cycle is primarily
a result of relatively high pigment concentrationsalong a

(April-June), the winds are, again, upwelling favorable
throughout the year. A wider analysis of oceanographic
variables in this region by Bakun [1987] shows that high
pigment concentrationsin spring (Figure 5) are associated

Comparison of the wind and pigment seasonalcycles in
the PCS shows that over Peru, northern Chile, and central
Chile, pigment concentrationsdo not have an obvious relationship to wind forcing such as that seen in the CCS. The
region where the surface pigment concentrationsare maxidifferences.
mum in (austral) fall, winter, and spring is either the region
(approximately 32ø to 42øS) where winds have a strong
seasonal cycle (most upwelling favorable in summer and
et al., 1987; Thomas and $trub, 1990;Abbott and Barksdale, downwelling favorable in winter) or the region (20ø to 32øS)
1991] suggests that current structure and/or wind-driven where winds are persistently upwelling favorable with little
physical forcing can dominate seasonalpatterns, at least seasonal variation. Along the northern Chilean coast, the
within this EBC, and that seasonality is low within the CZCS data show that in a region where winds are upwelling
Southern California Bight. Figure 5 suggeststhat such gen- favorable throughout the year, pigment concentrations reeralities might be extendedto the PCS and that seasonalityis main very low at all times along the coast. This pattern
also low within and immediately south of the large bight contrasts strongly with that evident in the CCS even within
formed near the Peru-Chile border.
the same latitudinal region (Baja California). Even within 20
While a similarmean seasonalcycle, albeit with a strongly km of the coast off northern Chile, concentrations in Plate 2
varying amplitude, is apparent throughoutmost of the lati- and Figure 3 appear relatively low from November through
tudinalrangeof the CCS studiedin this paper(Figure4), the April. This argues against a simple coastal trapping of high
CZCS data indicate that this is not the case over the
pigment values which may be missed by the 100-km-wide
latitudinal range of the PCS (Figure 5). The lowest and averaging boxes. In the northern region off Peru (equatorhighestlatitude regionsof the PCS have maximumpigment ward of 18øS), where pigment concentrations are high in
concentrationsduring summer, a pattern similar to that in winter, spring, and summer with a distinct minimum in fall
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with the climatologicalseasonalmaximum in wind mixing,
alongshore wind stress, and offshore Ekman transport.
These data do not suggestan explanation for the pigment
minimum

in fall.

Comparisons between the time series of concentration
anomaliesin the CCS and the PCS (Figures 6 and 7) allow
somegeneralstatementsof differencesand similarities. Most
significantly, visual inspection indicates that interannual
anomalies of pigment concentration in the PCS are not
correlated with those in the CCS. Unlike the CCS, interannual anomaliesin the four regionsalongthe latitudinal extent
of the PCS do not have a common characteristic. in addition,
most of the strongest relative anomalies in the PCS are
positive, whereas strong,and often the strongest,anomalies
in all regionsof the CCS are negative. Only in the highestlatitude region of southernChile and in the 100- to 200-kmoffshore zone off Peru do relatively strong negative anoma-
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cently releasedglobalCZCS data confirmthe conclusionsof
Strub et al. [1990]' there is a summer maximum in most

locations closest to the coast, with a very weak seasonal
cycle in the SouthernCalifornia Bight. The presentanalysis
extends this pattern to show a summer maximum off Baja
California.

This seasonal evolution

is consistent

with

the

hypothesisthat wind-driven coastaland offshoreupwellings
are responsiblefor the summer maxima in surface pigment
concentrations.

The present analysis of the global data set also includes
the winter

months

for the first time.

These

data show an

offshore extension of pigment concentrations greater than

0.5-1.0mgm-3 in a diffusepatternoffcentralandnorthern

California and extending north. This offshore extension of
higherpigmentconcentrationscreatesa winter maximum in
the seasonalcycle for regions more than 100 km offshore at
these higher latitudes. A winter maximum is consistentwith
lies occur.
that seenby Lewis et al. [1988] between 25ø and 40øN in an
A common feature in these EBCs is present in the Peruanalysis of seasonal cycles evident in Secchi disk depths
vian coast region. The year 1983 appears as a negative
along 180øWin the central North Pacific. It is also consistent
anomaly (Figure 7), especiallystrongin offshorezones, as it
with large sedimentationrates recorded 100-300 km offshore
does throughoutthe CCS. Anomalousoceanographiccondiof Cape Blanco (43øN) in winter and spring 1988 [Sancetta,
tions associatedwith a major E1 Nifio event were present
1992], which were attributed to plankton productivity charthroughout the CCS in 1982-1983 [e.g., Simpson, 1983;
acteristic of the coastal regions. Both the CZCS seasonal
Huyer and Smith, 1985; Rienecker and Mooers, 1986].
distribution and its magnitude in these offshore regions agree
Althoughthe strongestanomaliesin sea surfacetemperature
with
chlorophyll
concentrations
greaterthan1.0mgm-3 in
(SST) along the South American coast associatedwith this
February-May reported by Landry et al. [1989] for distances
E1 Nifio occurred north of approximately20øS[Cane, 1983;
Rasmusson and Wallace, 1983], positive SST anomalies more than 50 km from the coast of Washington and greater
occurred at least as far south as 40øS [Rasmusson and

Wallace, 1983]. Resultspresentedhere (Figure 6) agree with
previous work [Fiedler, 1984; Thomas and Strub, 1990;
Strub et al., 1990] showing that pigment concentrationsin
the CCS during 1983, especiallyin regionsmore than 50 km
offshore,were anomalouslylow. In a time seriesof transects
off the Peruvian coast, Barber and Chavez [1983] show a

similar responseto the E1 Nifio, with maximum reductionin
chlorophyllconcentrationsand longesttemporal persistence
of this condition

in areas more than 50 km offshore.

In the

three highestlatitude regionsof the PCS, the E1Nifio year of
1983 is slightly positive and does not appear anomalousin
the 8-year time series (for both the winter and summer
anomalies).This result must be treated with caution because
of the relatively sparse data over the PCS and also the
smoothingeffect of the temporal mean. The 8-month mean
for 1983(September 1982to April 1983)is heavily weighted
toward Septemberbecauseof missingdata, and this is early
in the E1Nifio episode,especiallyat higherlatitudes[Barber
and Chavez, 1983; Cane, 1983]. This is not true, however,
for the (austral) winter 8-month mean anomaly also shown in
Figure 7, where the entire period March-October is relatively well represented.This period, however, is obviously
weighted by months after the maximum E1 Nifio anomalies
when near-surface nutrients and chlorophyll concentrations
were recovering to normality [Barber and Chavez, 1983].
Thus it seems likely that the CZCS missed the maximum
amplitudeof the 1982-1983E1Nifio signalat higher latitudes
in the PCS.

$.

Summary and Conclusions

In the California Current system, the seasonal cycles of
surface pigment concentrations recalculated using the re-

than 0.51 mg m-3 in November-December
reportedby
Thomas and Emery [1986] for the outer southern British
Columbia continental shelf. Although the causeof the diffuse
offshore maxima in winter remains to be determined, winter
surface nutrient concentrationspresented by Landry et al.
[1989] are high enough to support phytoplankton growth,
and previous analysis by Thomas and Strub [1989] indicates
that light may not be limiting, at least in late winter, at these
latitudes.

The analysis of interannual variability shows a common
feature throughout the CCS to be low values in 1983,
following the strong 1982-1983 E1 Nifio. These low values
persist through 1984 off Baja California but are followed by
the major peak in the 8-year record off the Pacific Northwest.

Althoughlack of data for the Peru Current systemsomewhat
reduces our confidence in the results of the analysis, the
availableCZCS data do suggestfundamentaldifferencesin the
seasonalcycles of the two EBCs and point to important
oceanographicquestions which need to be addressed with
future data sets. The seasonal cycle south of 45øS shows a
summer maximum, which may be consistentwith wind forcing, providingone of the few similaritiesto the CCS. Between
17ø and 45øS, however, maximum values occur in austral

winter, despite the fact that climatologicalwinds are either
persistentlyupwelling favorable (off northern Chile) or cycle
between conditions favorable (austral summer) and unfavor-

able (australwinter) to wind-drivenupwelling(off centralChile
between 30ø and 40øS) [Bakun and Nelson, 1991]. Off northern
Chile, even within 20-40 km of the coast, relatively low
pigment concentrations are present for much of the year
despitepersistentupwelling-favorablewinds. Off Peru between

6ø and 17øS,there is a minimum in fall, despite the fact that
winds are persistentlyupwellingfavorable (the lack of data in
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winter may mask what is really a broad winter, spring,and
summer maximum).

The analysis of interannual variability off South America
shows a decrease in relative pigment concentration in offshore zones off the Peru coast (lowest latitudes) after the
1982-1983 E1 Nifio. This parallels observationswithin the
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scatterometersshouldclarify the relationshipsglimpsedonly
partially and imperfectly with the CZCS data set.

Appendix

The diffuse pattern of surface pigment concentration values, shown stretching far offshore in Plate 1 and Figure 4, is
to E1 Nifio conditions were offshore and that very nearshore similar to the pattern caused by the single Rayleigh scatterpigment concentrationsremained high [Fiedler, 1984; Tho- ing atmospheric correction used in previous versions of the
mas and Strub, 1990]. This pattern is also in agreementwith CZCS data, although much lower in magnitude [Strub et al.,
1990] (hereinafter referred to as SJTA). Although the global
in situ observations from a cross-shelf transect at 5øS presentedby Barber and Chavez [1983]. Off Chile, the historical CZCS data set uses the multiple Rayleigh scattering algoCZCS data are too sparseto documentinterannualvariabil- rithm [Gordon et al., 1988; Feldman et al., 1989], it is natural
to wonder how much systematic error may still be causedby
ity with any confidence.
The most robust result of our analysis concerns the incompletely corrected atmospheric scattering at high sunseasonal cycle off Chile between 30ø and 40øS, where the satellite angles (high latitude, winter).
SJTA developed a technique for estimating this error
spring-summerdata coverageis best and where the seasonal
empirically for the previous data. That technique is repeated
increasein upwelling-favorablewinds is greatestduring the
here. The assumptionsof the technique are that (1) the error
same period (October-March). Here, pigment concentraincreases monotonically with latitude; (2) the error should
tions in the 100 km next to the coast only briefly exceed 1.5
have the greatest magnitude at times around the winter
mg m-3 dropping
below 1.0 mg m-3 in summer.This
solstice; and (3) winter values of pigment concentration far
contrasts
to valuesgreaterthan 3.0-4.0 mg m-3 during
offshore are uniformly low, without a monotonic increase
springand summerwithin 100 km of the coastin the region
with higher latitude.
of seasonality in upwelling-favorable winds off California.
The technique simply uses the CZCS pigment concentraThus forces other than large-scale seasonal wind forcing tion values in a north-south band far from the coast in an
appear to dominate the seasonalcycles of surface pigment empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis and examines
concentration over large portions of the PCS.
the spaceand time seriesfor the properties listed as assumpThe significanceof this difference goes beyond the phyto- tions 1 and 2 above. Since SJTA used data from the West
plankton responseto local wind forcing. It raisesthe question Coast time series, which extended only 5ø from the coast,
of whether the surfacesignatureof the phytoplanktonstanding they formed a 2.5ø-wide band separated from the coast by
stock (as seen from a satellite) can be used as an indicator of 2.5ø of longitude. The first EOF accounted for 71% of the
the overall productivity of the coastal ocean system at the variance, with a temporal function that had maximum values
highertrophic levels. The productivityof the coastaloceanoff of 3.0 in December and January and approximately 0.0 in
Chile, as measuredby the harvest of phytoplankton-eatingfish June and July. The spatial function ramped up from approxspecies(anchoviesand sardines),is reportedly 5 to 20 times imately 0 at 25øN to 1.3 between 40ø and 50øN. Thus errors
greater than that off California (P. Smith and R. Parrish, of approximately
4.0 mgm-3 occurred
in winternorthof
personalcommunications,1992). The harvest of predatorfish 40øN.
speciessuchasjack mackerel is also large. Why, then, do the
Although the global data set is not restricted to the region
satellitecolor data suggestmuch lower surfaceconcentrations near the coast, there are more data for that region. For this
of chlorophyll (and phytoplankton)? Are the phytoplankton reason and in order to facilitate a comparison to the results
located deeper in the water column than the satellite can see? of SJTA, the technique was applied to the global data set in
Is it possiblethat higher concentrationsof phytoplanktonexist two latitudinal bands: one based on 1ø latitude by 2.5ø
in a very narrow nearshore region difficult to resolve in this longitude blocks separated from the coast by 2.5ø of longirelatively low spatialresolutiondata set?Do very highprimary tude, and another based on 1ø latitude by 3.0ø longitude
productivity rates maintain the fishery, with biomassbeing so blocks separatedfrom the coast by 5.0ø of longitude. The
heavily grazedthat higherconcentrationseither do not build up data are from the first 4 years of the global data set
or do not spreadoffshore?These are questionsthat the CZCS (1979-1982), when data coverage was better. The results are
data set can only pose. Answers rely on the combinationof shown in Figures Ala and Alb, respectively.
future field data and more reliable satellite color data.
The average seasonaltime series of each function show
Thus, acknowledging the relative lack of data, the time low values (0.1-0.2) in springand summerand higher values
series of CZCS data suggest that there are fundamental (0.5-0.9) in fall and winter. The spatial functions show
differences in the seasonal variabilities of surface pigment localized maxima superimposedon a gradual increase with
concentrations in the Peru and California Current systems, latitude which is more evident farther from shore. An
even though large-scale wind forcing is similar. A more identical dashed curve based on the increase in minimum
complete understanding of this variability and its relation to values from the more offshore band (Figure A lb) has been
wind forcing, upwelling, and horizontal transport within drawn by hand in both figures. The fact that it fits the
these current systems will be possible only when a more minimum values in Figure A 1a gives us some confidencethat
complete data set becomes available. As always, the need it describesan upper estimate of the bias causedby uncorfor in situ observations over a wide range of spatial and rected atmospheric scattering (or other systematic optical
temporal scalesis tantamount. In the future, combinationsof effects). Using the more offshore band, where we expect
pigment data from SeaWiFS (and other) sensors, current lower true pigment values, the maximum value for the
data from TOPEX and other altimeters, and wind data from averagedseasonaltime seriesis 0.4 and occurs in November

CCS during 1983which showthat maximumdifferencesdue
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Figure AI. Latitudinaldependenceand time seriesfor monthlypigmentconcentrationsin two offshore
zonesof the CCS shownas the first modesof empiricalorthogonalfunction(EOF) decompositions.
(a)
The first EOF modeof pigmentvariability, accountingfor 63.7% of the total variance,of a zone 2.5ø of
longitudewide and2.5ø(approximately300km) awayfrom the coastof North America. (b) The first EOF

modeof pigmentvariability,accounting
for 62.9%of the total variance,of a zone3.0øof longitudewide
and 5ø (approximately600 km) away from the coast of North America.

through January. The spatial function increasesto 0.25 at
approximately 38øN and 0.75 at 48øN, which would indicate

Whetherthesemaximaare a result of advectionof pigment
or pigmentbyproductsfrom closerto the coastor represent

maximum
errorsinNovember-January
of0.1-0.4mgm-3 at local production is not known.
these latitudes.

Others may draw their own curves and conclusions,but
we estimateany error causedby thesesystematicprocesses Acknowledgments.This work was supported by NASA grant

tobelessthan0.1-0.4mgm-3 in winteratlatitudes
between
40ø and 50øNand negligibleat other times and latitudesless
than 40øN. This is supportedby data from the Peru Current

NAGW-2475. Peter Bugden and Serge L6vesque assistedwith
aspectsof the plotting and image processing.We thank Satlantic
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global monthly composites.

system
(Figure5), wherevaluesremainlessthan0.5mgm-3
in winter at latitudes of 45 ø to 51 øS in the band farthest from
the coast.
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